Surgical Management with Self-Locking Pins and Circumferential Wiring for Treating Comminuted Patella Fractures Achieved Seiza-Style Sitting
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Abstract
Surgical fixation of comminuted patella fractures is technically challenging. Despite the fact that tension band wiring or screw fixation are the most common surgical procedures, these surgical techniques have crucial limitations for laterally scattered fragments. We demonstrate two cases with comminuted patella fractures undergoing surgical fixation with self-locking pin and circumferential wiring, confirming the rigid fixation achieving deep knee flexion. After midline longitudinal skin incision, 2.0 mm stainless pins (AiMedic MMT, Tokyo, Japan) were inserted radially to penetrate each fragment and 1.2 mm stainless wire was circumferentially looped and self-locked in the holes on the pins, which satisfied rigid fixation. Any restrictions in range of motion and weight bearing were required postoperatively and 3- to 6-month postoperative cares achieved seiza-style sitting with deep knee flexion.
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Introduction
Patella fractures are common fractures, comprising approximately 1% of all fractures.1 Surgical intervention is recommended when the articular incongruity (step-off) is more than 2 mm, the displacement of the fragments is more than 3 mm, or the extensor mechanism is disrupted.2 The tension band wiring (TBW) and screw fixation techniques are the most standard surgical options for patella fractures,3 but these techniques are not ideal theoretically for comminuted patella fractures because fragments are scattered radially. Maruo et al have demonstrated the surgical technique using self-locking pins and circumferential wiring for patella fractures4 with 2.0 mm stainless self-locking pins (AiMedic MMT, Tokyo, Japan) and approximately 40,000 self-locking pins have been used in our country in the last 3 years. In spite of the widespread utilization of this surgical technique in Japan, it has not been widespread outside of our country, because there is a lack of English literature demonstrating this surgical technique. In this case report, the surgical technique with self-locking pins and circumferential wiring was performed, which made it endurable to position deep knee flexion. For Judo, Kendo, and Sadō, deep flexion of the knee like seiza-style sitting is essential5 and patients’ satisfaction after surgery is truly dependent on whether they can pose seiza-style sitting postoperatively. We also proposed the suitable postoperative rehabilitation protocol following this surgical technique. The purpose of this case report is to demonstrate the rigid fixation of self-locking pins and circumferential wiring for treating comminuted patella fractures.
fractures, and achieving a seiza-style sitting position after 3- to 6-month postoperative therapy sessions.

**Surgical Technique**

In a supine position on a table under general anesthesia, a tourniquet is used. After a longitudinal midline skin incision is made, the extensor retinaculum is exposed. Fracture fragments are fixed with forceps outside of the extensor retinaculum and 2.0 mm stainless pins (Aimedic MMT) are radially inserted from the outside of the extensor retinaculum, penetrating each fragment to unite them into one block. Here, the extensor retinaculum should not be peeled off from the fragments to retain blood supply. Next, 1.2 mm stainless cable wire (Aimedic MMT) is circumferentially looped around the patella, passing through oval crimps on top of the inserted stainless pins which have two holes on the top each. Here, it is not necessarily required to insert the pins too much to directly attach fragments, since soft tissues including the extensor retinaculum cover fragments to unite into one piece when pins are inserted. After circulating the patella, the stainless cable wire is pulled using a cable tensioner with appropriate tension depending on the fracture type and quality of bone. While keeping rigid fragments fixation with the appropriate tension on the cable, the oval crimp on top of each pin is pinched using the cable pin crimper and, therefore, the stainless pin and cable wire are rigidly self-locked in the oval cramp (that is why, this surgical technique is named as self-locking pins and circumferential wiring). Finally, the free cable wire is cut. The key concept of this surgical technique is anatomical reduction using forceps, and rigid fixation with stainless pins in combination with the circumferential cable wire.

**Case Presentation**

**Case 1**

A 71-year-old female patient who fell with her right knee hitting the ground was presented to us and was diagnosed with a comminuted displaced patella fracture classified into AO type 34-C3 by plain radiographs (Fig. 1) and surgical treatment was adapted with self-locking pins and circumferential wiring. The surgery time was 120 minutes. Postoperative plain radiographs are shown in Fig. 1. Postoperatively, weight bearing was initiated with extensor knee brace at day 1 after surgery. Range of motion (ROM) was restricted at 90 degrees until postoperative day (POD) 14. After POD 14, extensor knee brace was removed and unrestricted knee bending exercises were started.

![Fig. 1 Preoperative three-dimensional computed tomography (3D-CT) and postoperative radiographs in case 1.](image1)

![Fig. 2 Seiza-style sitting at 6-month postoperative follow-up in case 1.](image2)
She had a slight knee contracture postoperatively and physical therapy was continued for 6 months. Finally, her knee contracture was completely restored and she was able to achieve seiza-style sitting with deep knee flexion, as shown in Fig. 2. She complained of anterior knee pain when bending her knee at a 6-month postoperative follow-up visit, though she did not request removing the hardware implants.

**Case 2**
A 67-year-old male patient who hit his left knee on the ground while he was cycling and was diagnosed with a comminuted patella fracture classified into AO type 34-C3 (Fig. 3). As his extensor mechanism was disrupted, surgical intervention was selected using the described surgical technique. After a midline longitudinal skin incision, two 2.0-mm Kirschner wires (K-wires) were first inserted to fix the disrupted inferior pole fragments. Then, radial pinning was inserted into each fragment and circumferential wiring was conducted as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The surgery time was 150 minutes. Postoperatively, weight bearing was initiated with a knee brace as was tolerable and any ROM restriction was set. At 1 week after surgery, he was able to walk with crutches. At the 4-week postoperative follow-up visit, the flexion and extension of the knee were 135 degrees and −15 degrees and he walked without crutches. At the 3-month postoperative visit, he demonstrated seiza-style sitting with deep knee flexion as shown in Fig. 5. He also complained of recurrent anterior knee pain when bending his knee, though his complaint was not severe enough to require removing the hardware implants.

**Discussion**
The most important finding of this case report is the excellent rigidity of self-locking pins and circumferential wiring surgical procedures. This article described two cases with comminuted patella fractures undergoing internal fixation with self-locking pins and circumferential wiring. In case 1, we demonstrated that this surgical technique could allow rigid fixation to endure maximum flexion of the knee during surgery, and the patient could accomplish posing seiza-style sitting at 6 months after surgery. In case 2, we revealed the rapid postoperative rehabilitation enabled walking within 4-week postoperative care and positioning seiza-style sitting at 3-month postoperative care.
Comminuted patella fractures are technically demanding. TBW and screw fixation have been recognized as standard procedures, but these surgical options have limitations for treating comminuted patella fractures with detachment of fragments radially. Fear of detachment or nonunion, restrictions of ROM, and weight bearing are sometimes increased. Prolonged restriction often causes knee contracture and quadriceps muscle atrophy. This surgical technique enables rigid fixation of a comminuted patella fracture to allow early rehabilitation after surgery.

A potential complication of K-wire/pin fixation is migration of the inserted K-wire/pin. Previously, self-locking K-wires, in which the ends were bent to form a loop, and a cerclage wire was passed through them, showed successful outcomes to avoid migration of the K-wires. This surgical technique also avoids migration of the pins owing to the self-locking pin system fixed with the circumferential wire. Also, migration of the cerclage wire is a common problem in TBW. To avoid the wire and pin migration, ring pins are used as the wire passes through the ring pins, and they prevent migration with each other. The self-locking pins in this surgical technique also prevent wire and pin migration, as the circumferential cable wire is locked in the oval crimps on top of the pins.

However, this surgical technique has several disadvantages. First, this surgical technique has not yet been fully certified in biomechanical studies. Further biomechanical studies are required to elucidate the biomechanical benefit of this surgical technique. Second, in both clinical cases, surgery time was longer than conventional surgical techniques for patella fractures (e.g., TBW and screw fixation). Also, this surgical technique increased expenses. For case 1 and 2, it cost approximately 5,000 US dollars for the implants. From an economic point of view, this technique may be limited only for comminuted patella fractures classified into AO type 34-C3, requiring rigid fixation.

Conclusion
We showed the rigid fixation of self-locking pin and circumferential wiring for comminuted patella fractures, achieving seiza-style sitting and proposed the suitable postoperative rehabilitation protocol without any ROM nor weight-bearing restriction. However, this surgical technique has disadvantages: postoperative hardware-related irritation and high implant cost. This surgical technique may be restricted only for comminuted patella fractures classified into AO type 34-C3.
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